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THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

Editor: Tina Basem

Message from the Editor
The recovery from the recent carnage will take time. The damage was too great, and
the wounds are too deep – how can we try to understand when, for us in the West
Bank or abroad, our pain is mostly “only” emotional!? Although far more people
protested this time than during recent wars on Gaza, objections were nevertheless
insufficient, especially from prominent governments. Israel is now working hard to
prevent international scrutiny into potential war crimes, while Palestinians are trying
to defend the rights of their brothers and sisters (many of them already refugees) in
Sheikh Jarrah and Silwan. The ruins of the depopulated Palestinian village of Lifta –
the addition of which to UNESCO’s 2018 World Monuments Watch List of Cultural
Sites at Risk led Netanyahu to threaten to withdraw Israel from the organization –
seem to be set for destruction. While widespread protests in Israel have made an
impact, and Palestinian youth are especially hopeful that keeping the momentum alive
via social media will make a difference, many are unfortunately moving on again to
business as usual. But only persistent (international) political pressure carries the
promise of being able to change Israeli policies.
The theme sumud, steadfastness, carried heightened meaning while we put together
this issue! Words fail when trying to express our respect for and compassion toward
Gazans! We all must amplify their voices and not remain silent!
TWiP thanks Fadaat Media for acquiring the gold sponsorship of this issue. Thanks
also go to this issue’s authors: Dr. Abdalhadi Alijla, an award-winning political
scientist from Gaza who is also among the personalities highlighted this month; Huda
Imam, a Sheikh Jarrah native and activist for Palestinian rights; Suhail Khoury, a
musician and co-founder of the National Conservatory of Music; poet Ahlam Bsharat;
Charlotte Kates, the international coordinator of Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner
Solidarity Network; Subhi Khoury of Pharmacare, the Palestinian pharmaceutical
company that manages to thrive despite the occupation; and Dr. Mohammad
Qutob, the president of the board of the Arab Development Society and a member
of Jerusalem’s Islamic Waqf Council. Interspersed among the articles, we present
prominent, multifaceted Palestinian personalities who exemplify sumud: Dr. Issa
Nesnas, an engineer and robotics specialist with NASA; Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, the
Palestinian spokesperson, parliamentarian, activist, and much more; Dr. Suad
Amiry, the founder of RIWAQ Centre for Architectural Conservation and popular
author; management executive Mounir Kleibo, a photographer whose heart beats
for Jerusalem; and Raja Shehadeh, a most prolific author and co-founder of the
Ramallah-based human rights organization Al-Haq. A harrowing testimony is given
by Marah Shamali, a young dental student from Gaza and survivor of four wars.
Our Book of the Month is Conscious Choices: A Guide to Ethical Shopping in
Palestine; Where to Go invites you to the Bethlehem Museum of Natural History; and
Ahlan Palestine Postcard presents the factory that continues to produce handmade
tiles in Nablus.
From the entire team at TWiP, we wish you a healthy summer – and thank you for
your solidarity!

Telefax: +970/2 2-295 1262
info@turbo-design.com
www.thisweekinpalestine.com
www.facebook.com/ThisWeekInPalestine

Tina Basem
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The Return of
Palestine

D

uring the second week of May
2021, Israel launched an offensive
against the Gaza Strip, after a few
weeks of besieging and harassing
the residents of the Sheikh Jarrah
By Abdalhadi Alijla
neighborhood in Jerusalem. The
Israeli decision to expel the Palestinians of Jerusalem was met with warnings
from the resistance movements in Gaza that, after two ultimatums, fired
rockets at Tel Aviv as a clear message to the Israeli leadership. During the
following days, almost all Palestinian cities in historical Palestine, including
Akka, Yaffa, Haifa, those in the Triangle, and others, took to the streets. The
clashes that erupted showed the real face of the apartheid and discrimination
against all Palestinians in historical Palestine, from the river to the sea.

in the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank are informally coordinating
political activism and raising their
voices against both the settlercolonial practices of apartheid
and occupation forces on the one
hand and the Palestinian political
elites in Ramallah on the other. In
addition, Palestinian youth and the
new generation of Palestinians in
the diaspora have begun an ongoing
campaign of mobilization and
awareness-raising in North America
and Europe that has led not only to a
worldwide outcry against Israel’s use
of the most advanced weapons and
bombs against civilians in the Gaza
Strip but also to the condemnation
of Israeli state violence against
Palestinian cities such as Lod, Haifa,
Yaffa, Taybeh, Umm al-Fahm, and
others.

In addition, the recent round of
airstrikes against the Gaza Strip
reveals the baselessness of
the arguments raised to justify
the dictatorship of the recent
normalization agreements. The
reasoning of the normalizers was
ridiculed during the ten-day assault
on Gaza and the protests against the
ongoing apartheid in the West Bank
and the Judaization of Jerusalem. In
other words, Palestine has returned
to bury the “Deal of the Century”
that Trump and his son-in-law Jared
Kushner had tried to sell across the
region. During these past weeks,
this deal has completely disappeared

Photo by Patrick Birkans.

Between 1998 and 2000, when I was in my mid-teens, I worked in the
summers as a vendor in one of Gaza’s most crowded markets on Omar
Mukhtar Street. Every Friday or Saturday, dozens of buses would arrive from
historical Palestine, filled with Palestinians from Haifa, the Triangle region,
and other cities. We used to call them “Arabs of Israel.” During that time, the
idea of Palestine as one united geographical unit existed only as a fantasy and
nostalgic idea. It was derived from the Palestinian struggle and spirit of sumud
(perseverance) in Lebanon and elsewhere. Certainly, this idea of Palestine as
both one entity and one people was almost absent in the popular narrative
in the aftermath of the Oslo Accord. More than twenty years later, however,
Palestine has returned as the concept of a unified people in all its land.
The resistance of Jerusalemites in Sheikh Jarrah, the ten days of airstrikes
on Gaza, and the clashes in historical Palestine have united the Palestinian
struggle, demonstrating that 73 years of Israelization of the Palestinians who
have Israeli citizenship has crashed. The new generations of Palestinians
6
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As the continuously expanding settlements and
settlement blocks – unlikely to be dismantled –
permeate the West Bank, rendering impossible
the two-state solution, calls for a unified country,
a Palestine from the river to the sea, are spreading,
particularly among Palestinian youth – imitating
the narrative of the Israeli far right but without the
implication of ethnic cleansing!

an investigation of racism and discrimination against the Palestinians who
have Israeli citizenship.iv It is the first time since 1947 that a UN body
refers to the Palestinian people in all of Palestine.

Photo by Atieh Darwish.

and a new reality has arisen. One
indicator is the US administration’s
decision to send its secretary of
state to visit the region that it had
neglected for months and to reopen
the US consulate in East Jerusalem
to (again) serve as the de facto
embassy for the Palestinians.i
The new US administration had
not initiated any contact with
the Palestinians, not even with
Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas, until the last round
of airstrikes and the Palestinian
resistance attacks in response to the
Israeli airstrikes. The Americans are
trying to turn back the clocks to their
old doctrine of engagement in the
region, through the so-called peace
process.

Israeli citizenship,ii but not Jewish
Israelis.iii Israel has arrested around
500 Palestinians while threatening
to launch new airstrikes against
the Gaza Strip and continuing to
kill Palestinians at checkpoints in
Jerusalem and the West Bank. For
the Palestinians, this experience has
brought back the time of a united
struggle before the Nakba, reminding
us of our great revolution in 1936.
The shared oppression serves as
a reminder that the Palestinians
who remained in Palestine and who
were given Israeli citizenship are
not considered to be full citizens
but rather enemies of the state’s
institutions, uncovering the many
lies about the only democracy in the
Middle East.

As the Americans try to be
more actively involved in the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict, Israel
has performed a Hollywood-esque
show of arresting and intimidating
Palestinians, including many with

Contributing to this sense of one
nation, the Human Rights Council,
the top UN human rights body,
adopted at its 30th special session a
resolution on the grave human rights
situation in Palestine, which includes

8
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Among the most important consequences of the most recent slaughter
in Gaza and the onslaught on Sheikh Jarrah is the creation of a new
generation of Palestinian youth, giving new life to the Palestinian struggle.
Shared Palestinian identity is re-emerging among Palestinians everywhere.
The Israeli airstrikes and attacks on Palestinians in the occupied territories
and in historical Palestine have paved the way for a more united and
clearer idea of the struggle for
all Palestine and all Palestinians.
Abdalhadi Alijla is an awardI am convinced that the younger
winning political scientist from
generations of Palestinians in
Gaza, co-founder of Palestine
Israel, the West Bank, the Gaza
Young Academy, and member
Strip, and the diaspora are
of the Global Young Academy.
inextricably connected; they
He is affiliated with Varieties of
believe that one state from the river
Democracy Institute V-Dem and
to the sea with equal rights for all
Orient-Institut Beirut.
its inhabitants is the only solution.
It has become clear that artificially
separating and dividing Palestine
and the Palestinians will neither
work nor succeed.

i
In 2019, the Trump administration made the controversial decision to move the US embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, in violation of UN Resolution 478, establishing a Palestinian Affairs
Unit for American communication with Palestinians, “mark[ing] a significant downgrade of the
US diplomatic mission to the Palestinians” (BBC News, “Israel Gaza Conflict: US moves to
rebuild relations with Palestinians,” May 27, 2021).
ii

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/24/a-war-declaration-palestinians-in-israel-decrymass-arrests.

iii
Mel Frykberb, “The hardline Israelis stoking violence in East Jerusalem,” Aljazeera News, May
23, 2021.
iv

ABC Net Australia, UN Human Rights Council to launch an investigation into potential IsraelGaza conflict ‘war crimes,’ May 27, 2021.
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A Journey through
Sheikh Jarrah

M

y childhood home, where I live to
this day, is situated in the middle
of the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood
that runs along Nablus Road, a few
hundred meters from Bab al-Amoud
or Damascus Gate. As we witness
By Huda Imam
Palestinian families resisting forced
displacement from their homes in Sheikh Jarrah, we should ask why we
Palestinians cannot return to live in our original homes in Baqa’a, Qatamon, and
Talbiyeh. Let us imagine that a Jewish family before the 1948 Nakba lived in a
house in Sheikh Jarrah in the area called Kubbanyet Jaouni or Um Haroun (Israel
calls it Shim’on Hazadik). Why would the settlers who do not belong to the place
be allowed and even invited to repossess their property while we Palestinians
are not allowed to do so? I am holding authentic deeds that prove that my
father, Fareed Imam, is the owner of our home that is located on 17 Uzya Street,
Baqa’a, yet I am not allowed to live there.

represented Palestine at various Arab
conferences, as well as Victor Hallak,
the antiquarian of Jerusalem, wearing
his chapeau melon (bowler hat).
We loved our neighbors. Gina
Abuzalaf, my soulmate, with whom
we climbed all the trees in Sheikh
Jarrah and explored its hidden caves,
was my next-door neighbor. Before
1967, her house, owned by Al-Quds
newspaper, was rented to the Syrian
Consulate. Emile and Odette Safieh,
the parents of Diana, Jean, and
the Palestinian diplomat Afif, who
served in many countries, were also

“Why, since they were
at war, would Salah adDin send his personal
tabeeb (physician), the
surgeon al-Jarrahi, to
cure the Lionheart,
Baba?” His answer was
clear, “This is exactly
what tolerance means,
my child.”

Sheikh Jarrah, Jerusalem. Photo by Mounir Kleibo.

During these past few weeks, as Jerusalem inhabitants and their homes in
Sheikh Jarrah have come under intensified threat, childhood tales recounted
by my father during our afternoon walks to St. Joseph Hospital (my birthplace)
remain rooted in my mind, heart, and soul. Having reenacted stories about the
Crusaders and Salah ad-Din al-Ayyoubi during history class, I was proud, at a
young age, to already be familiar with tales of Richard the Lionheart and Sheikh
Jarrah (jarrah meaning surgeon). Hussam al-Din al-Jarrahi, was Salah ad-Din’s
personal physician, after whom my neighborhood was named.
The socio-geopolitical significance of our neighborhood in East Jerusalem,
under Jordanian rule at the time, was not regarded as a threat. We felt close to
all our neighbors who belonged to different nationalities; we were one family.
When my mother urgently needed my father (and there were no mobile phones
at the time), she would send one of us children to the house of our neighbor,
Judge Nihad Jarallah, where the annex of Al-Mashrou’ al-Insha’i (the Arab
Development Project) was located. Here, we would find Jerusalem’s elegant
men sitting and debating Palestine and other issues. Among them were Musa
Alami, the founder of Al-Mashrou’ and a prominent nationalist and politician who
10 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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The colorful past of the Sheikh Jarrah quarter and
Baqa’a evoke nostalgia for many of us – family and
friends who recall its history and people. “La Belle
Epoque,” this is our heritage, and we Palestinians
will continue to belong to our landscape, culture,
trees, birds, and fresh breeze. We will remain in
our homes and draw our strength and hope from
the honorable shabab al-Quds ( Jerusalem youth)
whom I salute, and who currently stand up and
resist marginalization and ethnic cleansing with a
spirit of unity, determination, and dignity, fighting
for our rights in Jerusalem, until the occupation
ends.
“Welcome to the steadfast neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah.” Photo by Huda Imam.

next-door neighbors, as was Amani
Kanaan. It was at our teenage parties
at Amani’s house where I first met
Archbishop Hilarion Capucci, the
Syrian patriarchal vicar of the Melkite
Church whom Israel later deported for
his political position toward Palestine.
With origins and buildings that trace
to the sixteenth century, Sheikh
Jarrah neighborhood hosted all
Arab diplomatic missions before
1967. The Lebanese Consulate
used to be in a house that belongs
to the Husseini family and that now
serves as the residence of the Irish
representative. During the British
Mandate, the mufti of Jerusalem,
as well as the Lebanese diplomat
and author George Antonius and his
wife Katy, lived in this part of Sheikh
Jarrah. The Egyptian Consulate used
to be in the building where the French
Consulate is today. Next to it, a house
built in the 1920s style, owned by the
Palestinian notable Rawhi Abdel Hadi,
remains the Belgian Consulate to this
day. Opposite Mount Scopus Hotel
was the Saudi Arabian Consulate,
occupied today by the Shabak
12 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

(Israeli intelligence). Many years
later, when I met the Murad family
during one of my visits to Jordan, I
would regale them with tales of the
Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood and tell
their grandchildren, “Your house,
built by your grandfather Mureed
Murad, is beautiful! It’s right next to
our house. So come back and kick
out the Shabak so you can return
to live in it!” As a result of the 1967
War, the house was confiscated,
which was “justified” on the basis
of one of the most unjust and biased
laws in history, the Absentee Law
that prevents Palestinians who
even happened to be in the country
during the 1967 War from claiming
their homes. While this violates
international law, many Palestinians
are categorized as “absentees”
despite the fact that they, the owners
of these properties, were in fact
physically present! Exactly the same
as what happened in 1948, when our
home in Baqa’a, Jerusalem’s Greek
Colony, was expropriated even though
my father was present on his land in
Jerusalem at the time.

Today, Israeli occupation police
headquarters are based in a building
that was slated to become the
Austrian Hospital in order to replace
the Austrian Hospice on the Via
Dolorosa. Overlooking Wadi al-Joz
and the Mount of Olives, newly built
settlement units occupy the site of
what was once the most charming
hotel of Jerusalem, the Shepherd
Hotel, which was demolished in
2011. The Parklane Hotel, today the
Turkish Consulate, used to house the
first PLO office.
When I was a child, our favorite, most
adventurous spaces to play hide and
seek with the neighborhood children
were the Tombeau des Rois and
the caves of Kubbanyet Jaouni/Um
Haroun (exactly where families are
currently threatened with expulsion).
Before 1967, these were open spaces
where no one would have thought to
install a barrier or close the door on
us.

me. The beautiful architecture and the
long-standing pine trees reaching for
the blue sky offer such relief against
the backdrop of the ugly reality that
lies beneath them, beyond the reach
of nature. Today as you walk through
our neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah,
you smell its air polluted by “skunk
water” followed by tear gas, rubber
bullets, and grenades. You observe
armed settlers walking around, calling
“Death to Arabs.” While Israel is
expropriating property and violating
Nabil al-Kurd, a resident of Sheikh Jarrah
whose family was expelled from Haifa during
the Nakba, has become an icon of the Israeli
evictions. Photo by Huda Imam.

The ongoing extreme physical,
social, and spiritual transformation
of the Sheikh Jarrah quarter scares
13
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the rights of Palestinians, its native
residents and inhabitants, such as
my sister, brother, and thousands
of Palestinians, crave a mere visit
to Palestine and to our beloved
Jerusalem. Meanwhile, the military
occupation invites settlers who have
no links or ties with the place, the
space, the city, the landscape, or the
culture of Jerusalem, to come and
live in Sheikh Jarrah.
As we walk south towards Damascus
Gate and the Old City each day,
we are hit over and over again by
the sight of Palestinian homes that
display an increasing number of
Israeli flags, offered by the Israeli
government – as if it owned the city
– to arrogant groups of colonizers
who do not belong to this place
but who have been brainwashed to
believe that they have rights that are
weightier than those of the Palestinian
owners. Meanwhile our homes in
Baqa’a, Talbiyeh, and Qatamon, in the
The Consulate General of Belgium in
Sheikh Jarrah. Photo by Huda Imam.

western part of Jerusalem, are still
waiting for us. The people who live in
our beautiful houses in the new city
only because they trampled on our
rights and expropriated our homes
do not belong and have no right
to be there. The historic eleventhcentury cemetery in the Mamilla
(ma’manillah or the sanctuary of
God) neighborhood, which connects
the Old City to the new city, is being
desecrated by the Wiesenthal Center
and the Israeli occupation municipality
to build the Museum of Tolerance –
another atrocity that proves how the
Israeli occupation attempts to delete
Palestinian heritage and identity. Yet
Palestinian nationhood has never
been as powerful as today!
Colonization is eating up our beautiful
neighborhoods in Silwan, Issawiya,
and the Old City while the native
inhabitants of Jerusalem have no right
to build and are not protected from
armed aggressive settlers.
Continuing our walk through Sheikh
Jarrah on Ragheb Nashashibi Street,
we pass the British Consulate and
eventually reach a blue mosaic
facade you cannot miss. Here lies the
beautiful palace of Issaf Nashashibi,
the renowned poet who invited friends
such as Ma’ruf al-Rusafi, Khalil
Sakakini, Ibrahim Tuqan, and other
intellectuals from Syria, Iraq, and
Lebanon to his literature salons in
Al-Quds.
The Jewish colonization in Jerusalem
has more negative implications
for Israel than for us Palestinians
because it opens the hidden files
of 1948 and exposes the lack of
restitution/repossession of Palestinian
property in the new city, known today
as West Jerusalem. (Seventy-seven
percent of pre-1948 West Jerusalem
is Arab/Palestinian-owned according
to a study by Professor Salim
Tamari.)

14 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

Issaf Nashashibi Center for Culture and Literature (Dar Al-Tifel Al-Arabi). Photo by Huda Imam.

In my eyes, the Sheikh Jarrah
quarter, where I was born, grew up,
and continue to live to this day, is
Palestine. This is my home. My other
home, also my place of belonging,
perhaps even more, is our house in
Baqa’a, (confiscated in 1948 by Israel
and in 1998 sold for US$5 million
by Netanyahu). Today Arieh King,
the godfather of colonization and the
settler movement, tweets that Al-Kurd
house in Sheikh Jarrah is for sale!

Huda Fareed Imam was born in
Sheikh Jarrah, Jerusalem. She is
the founder of Al-Quds University
Centre for Jerusalem Studies and
serves as a trustee in a number
of institutions that include the
Jerusalem Quarterly, VIP Project,
and Hands Up Project. An
engaged activist and occasional
actress, Huda contributes to the
preservation of cultural heritage and
Palestinian identity in Jerusalem.
15
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A Palestinian Miracle
The National Conservatory of Music

T

he Edward Said National
Conservatory of Music is “a
Palestinian miracle,” in the words
of Luisa Morgantini, the former
vice-president of the European
By Suhail Khoury
Parliament. The first music
school in Palestine, the conservatory had a modest beginning in 1993, with
40 students, three part-time teachers, and a volunteer director housed in the
attic of an old building in Ramallah. It soon became one of the leading music
schools in the Arab world, with an international reputation for academic
excellence and grassroots musical achievements. The Edward Said National
Conservatory of Music (ESNCM), the name it adopted in 2004 to honor
Edward Said who had been a member of the conservatory’s honorary board),
has created a musical revolution in a land that has been revolting against
foreign occupations for more than a century. Today the ESNCM provides
music education for about 2,000 students who study in its seven branches
across Palestine as well as in its outreach programs in refugee camps,
schools managed by the United Nations, and other underprivileged areas. The
odds against which the institution has had to struggle to succeed have been
enormous. Because of that, the ESNCM is a miracle that deserves the world’s
attention and recognition.
Since its inception, the ESNCM has attempted to carry out its fundamental
mission to bring music to every Palestinian home. The conservatory founders
believed that music had to be an essential part of any Palestinian child’s
upbringing. Furthermore, they saw music as a form of national pride as well
as a method of peaceful resistance to the inhuman acts committed against
their people. Their own Arabic music had to be preserved and developed,

16 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

A Christmas Concert. Photo courtesy of Edward Said National Conservatory of Music.

and this goal has undoubtedly
been achieved. Furthermore, their
love and admiration of classical
Western music led them to build
their academic program around its
particular advantages and strengths.
From day one, realizing that music
conservatory education is a costly
endeavor, the ESNCM set up a
scholarship scheme that opened
the school to all Palestinian children
and youth, regardless of their
economic backgrounds. Thousands
of students have benefitted from
this scheme, many of whom have
grown to become world-class
musicians. The ESNCM has used
the generous donations of friends
and partners very wisely and with

utmost transparency. This virtue
has been essential to the integrity
and good reputation of the institute.
Palestinians and internationals
who work at the ESNCM not only
possess a high level of expertise
in their profession, they are also
devoted human beings who are very
committed to their students and to
the vision of the conservatory as it
tries its best to make a difference
in Palestine and worldwide as an
ambassador of Palestinian culture
through music. The mission of
the school and the veracity of its
founders and staff have made this
a one-of-a-kind conservatory of
music. This dedication has indeed
and on several occasions witnessed
17
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Daughters of Jerusalem (Banat al-Quds) choir and ensemble. Photo courtesy of the National
Conservatory of Music.

teachers risk their lives trying to
bypass military checkpoints and the
isolation wall for the sole purpose of
getting to their students and giving
them their weekly music lessons.
The ESNCM is also unique because,
in addition to teaching music, it has
been involved in many aspects of
music creation in Palestine. The
school strongly believes that parallel
to nurturing young musicians, it
also needs to build an audience
that appreciates the talents of those
musicians. Otherwise, the ESNCM
imagines they would be promoting
musical brain drain through
immigration, a phenomenon that is
apparent in neighboring countries.
For that reason, the conservatory
has put a lot of effort and resources
into audience building with great
success. The ESNCM organizes
hundreds of concerts yearly, and
the audiences have been growing
in their thousands. The school
founded several music festivals that
have become an essential part of
the cultural landscape of Palestine.
18 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

These include the Layali al-Tarab
Festival in East Jerusalem that is
dedicated to promoting the classical
Arabic tarab music style (literally:
rapture, describing music of high
emotional content); the Christmas
Festival in Bethlehem; and the Sea
and Freedom Festival in Gaza. The
Gaza music school that manages
this festival against all odds is a
unique story on its own. Founded
in 2008, the school has faced
enormous challenges under siege
and has lived through three wars,
one of which destroyed the school
and its musical instruments. Like
a phoenix, however, the school
rose from the ashes, relocated, and
continued to provide its services
to the hundreds of students that
study music there and to the
network of choirs spread around
the Gaza Strip. As Gaza is under
siege and full closure, the ESNCM
has complemented the teaching
program with online teaching. Tutors
from the Trinity Laban Conservatoire
of Music and Dance in London

through PalMusic, the Friends of the
Conservatory in the United Kingdom,
have been taking part in this endeavor,
teaching students of the Western
classical music section in Gaza with
outstanding results.
In the field of Arabic music
development, the ESNCM has been a
pioneer. Its well-developed curricula,
examination system, and related music

resources have gained it Arab
recognition and the special award
of the Arab Academy of Music
(a pan-Arab organization that
operates under the auspices of
the Arab League). Furthermore,
the conservatory has, along with
other partners, developed an
educational website for students
at large that aims to help them
understand the Arabic music
maqamat (plural of maqam, a
vast collection of unique scales
that use quarter tones) and
the ways of improvisation that
are unique to its system. The
ESNCM has also developed its
own exclusive Arabic percussion
educational program and is
currently developing a new
orchestra based on the elements
of authentic Arabic music in
which its different instruments are
represented according to audio
research on their timbre, volume,
frequencies, and tone color. This
unprecedented attempt to enlarge
the Arabic music ensemble using
its elements and structures will no
doubt have a significant historical
effect on the Arabic classical
music scene in the future.

...
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Royal Albert Hall in 2013 as part
of the BBC proms. Such Arabic
interpretations and excursions
into classical and jazz styles
have not only constructed
musical bridges between East
and West but also participated
in the creation of a new genre of
music and knowledge that has
great potential to develop and
evolve.

...

The ESNCM has also been a pioneer
in the Arab world in the creation of
Western-style orchestras. Its flagship
is the Palestine Youth Orchestra (PYO).
Founded in 2004, the orchestra is made
up of young Palestinian musicians
from all over the world as a gesture of
Palestinian unity. The PYO’s annual world
tours have brought international acclaim
and featured the orchestra in famous
concert halls. Its latest performance
took place at the Concertgebouw
concert hall in Amsterdam in August of
2019. The PYO repertoire has always
included compositions of Palestinian
and Arab musicians, an element that
has shaped the orchestra’s inimitability.
The Palestine Strings, formed largely by
string players of the PYO, can also boast
historic performances, most importantly
its exceptional interpretation of Vivaldi’s
Four Seasons with Nigel Kennedy at the
20 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

In addition to the Arab Academy
award, the ESNCM also received
two prestigious prizes from the
Welfare Association, a reputable
Palestinian philanthropic society
registered in Switzerland. The
first honored the ESNCM director
for his vision and contribution
towards the promotion of music
in Palestine, and the second
highlighted the ESNCM’s role in
the advancement of cultural life
in East Jerusalem. Among the
many Arabic music ensembles
that the conservatory has
established are Banat al-Quds
(Daughters of Jerusalem), an
all-girls ensemble of around 35
members who create a threevoice choir, a rare phenomenon
in Arabic music. It is important
to note that the ESNCM places
particular emphasis on female
participation in its programs and
activities. Its yearly enrollment is
more than 60 percent female.

publishing, and recording their
music, much of which has never
before been heard or performed.
With a state-of-the-art recording
studio in its Ramallah premises, the
conservatory has made its facility
available to Palestinian musicians
and composers to record and
promote their music.
During the last ten years, the
ESNCM fundraised extensively in
order to acquire new premises
for its activities and teaching in
response to the enormous growth
and demand for music education
and performance. Thus, the
conservatory has been able to build
new premises in Ramallah and
Bethlehem and renovated an old
mansion in Jerusalem, making a
significant impact on the perception
of music and music education
within the society and providing
new creative spaces for young
Palestinians.

It is impressive to see how the
ESNCM has managed to keep
going and growing despite the
many massive challenges it faces.
International teachers are often
denied visa extensions and asked
to leave the country in the middle
of an academic year. Teachers who
commute between branches of
the conservatory are often turned
back at checkpoints. Participants in
orchestras are often banned from
leaving their areas, as in the case of
Gazans, or from entering Palestine,
in the case of expatriates. A big
part of the biannual national music
competition organized by the ESNCM
is done through video conferencing
due to the inability to bring all
participants under one roof.
In 2003, the ESNCM initiated the
foundation of the Forum of Arab
Conservatories of Music. A year
later, it produced the first Palestinian
musical, Al-Fawanees, performed

Palestine Youth Orchestra, Perth, UK 2016.

Production and publication
units make up a portion of the
ESNCM portfolio. The school
puts special emphasis on the
publication of culture-friendly
music, which has included in the
past, among other publications,
a piano beginner’s book with
Arabic songs and melodies.
These units also celebrate
the centennials of Palestinian
composers by rediscovering,
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by children, which brought
together 100 young singers,
actors, and musicians.
Due to its success, the
musical was recreated and
performed for thousands
of spectators in 2019. In
2016, the conservatory’s
efforts to create an Arabic
music performance degree at
Birzeit University bore fruit,
as the program was officially
opened.
The ESNCM is a fascinating
world success story of
music, humanity, humility,
and devotion. It is time for
the world to recognize this
impressive work of a team
of more than a hundred
teachers, employees, and
administrators and the
dedication of thousands of
young Palestinian musicians
and students. The ESNCM
community has offered the
world a different image of
Palestine and has changed
many Palestinian lives through
providing young people with
knowledge and hope for a
better future.
Suhail Khoury is a leading
musician in the current
musical scene in Palestine.
A composer and a ney and
clarinet player, Suhail has
been instrumental in the
overall development of the
musical and cultural life of
Palestine during the last
three decades.

...
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The Cat Cow

I
By Ahlam Bsharat

want to hug the cat named Cow, who
survived the war
Squeeze her so hard in my arms
That her spots rub off on me
That I become like her
Or simply become her

Translated by
Andrew Leber

The cat Cow
*
I want to hug the ruined balcony, some of
which, not all of which, survived the war
*
And tell her:
My heart’s balcony is with you, Balcony
My railing hugging yours
My washing hugging yours
My hoe stored in the corner hugging yours
My view hugging yours
Hugging every last thing in sight
Every atom of air
Every flight of birds
*
I don’t want to hug my friends,
the survivors of the war

Ahlam Bsharat is a Palestinian
writer who grew up in a village
in northern Palestine and
obtained a master’s degree
in literature from An-Najah
National University in Nablus.
She has authored poetry,
picture books, short stories,
novels, and memoirs, as well
as a number of television
and radio scripts (in Arabic),
winning numerous awards
and recommendations for her
work. Her poem “I Saw a Dead
Road on the Road” has been
posted recently by ArabLit
Quarterly at https://arablit.
org/2021/05/20/new-poetryby-ahlam-bsharat-i-saw-adead-road-on-the-road/. For
more information, please visit
https://www.palestinewrites.
org/participants-1/ahlambsharat. You can follow Ahlam
on Twitter @ahlambsharaa.
Andrew Leber is a translator
and researcher who has
translated numerous works of
Palestinian and Syrian writers.
You can follow him on Twitter
@AndrewMLeber.

Afraid they’ll fall from my hands
Afraid they’ll melt at my heat
Afraid I’ll kill them with my hug
Even where the war did not
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Issa Nesnas

Opportunity to Innovate

E

arlier this year, the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) landed its fifth rover to explore the red planet. This time, the
one-metric-ton rover, named Perseverance, carried a small helicopter,
which has already completed five flights in the thin atmosphere of
Mars. Such historical endeavors are born from the contributions of hundreds of
the greatest scientific and engineering minds from around the globe.
Dr. Issa Nesnas, whose group has led the development of the autonomous
surface navigation for this mission and has contributed to the Mars helicopter,
remarks, “I am very proud of the accomplishments of my group members and
all those who persevered, in spite of the hardships of a COVID year, to deliver the
most sophisticated rover to date and the first interplanetary helicopter.” Issa, a
Jerusalem-born Palestinian American and a graduate of Jerusalem’s Frères High
School, has worked at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for the past 24
years. Inspired by the first rover mission in 1997, he left his Silicon Valley job to
join JPL and has since contributed to the three subsequent Mars rover missions.
He led robotics research and supervised the Robotics Software Systems Group
for eight years and the Robotics Mobility Group for another five. On the most
recent mission, Issa played a role in the formulation and oversight of the next
generation Mars surface navigation to increase the rover’s speed and enhance
its ability to handle difficult terrain.
Issa Nesnas left with his teammates preparing to board the NASA C-9 airplane.

Issa is a visionary who tries to look
beyond the current state of affairs.
He has pioneered the development of
novel robots to access difficult terrain,
such as the Axel rovers, which
enabled JPL to propose a new lunar
mission concept. Among the most
memorable moments, in collaboration
with Stanford, was a flight experiment
to test a hopping robot for asteroids
and comets. Issa was recognized
with JPL’s highest award for an
individual scientific or technical
accomplishment and by the Arab
American Association of Engineers
and Architects for his professional
achievements.
The journey to get there, however,
was not easy. Since his early
childhood, Issa has had big dreams
and ambitions. “I was very fortunate
as a child to have had the freedom to
explore my interests with full support
from my family,” he adds. Tinkering
with chemistry, computers, and
robots at a young age allowed him
to nurture natural curiosities about
science and hone problem-solving
skills. However, he also faced the
same struggles as many Palestinian
youth. At times, the future looked
very bleak, with constant school
closures and concern about securing
a college-level education in the
field he loves. “Hardships drive a

determined mind and a passionate
soul to be even more creative and
resourceful, especially when little is
available. Sometimes, this could be
a blessing in disguise,” Issa muses.
He attributes his success not only
to a strong work ethic but also to
the persistent support of his family
throughout and a healthy dose of
luck.
“Nowadays, technology makes
information more readily accessible,
connects people across the world,
allows more voices to be heard,
and provides creative minds more
opportunities to innovate. Let’s try
to create opportunities for the young
generation to blossom through fair
competition.” Issa hopes that people
around the world will step up to
rectify grave injustices in order to
allow every child an opportunity and
a fair shot.
Issa A.D. Nesnas holds a BE degree
in electrical engineering from
Manhattan College in New York
and an MS and PhD in mechanical
engineering with a specialization
in robotics from the University of
Notre Dame in Indiana, USA. He
lives in San Marino, California, with
his wife, Suhair, and their three
children.

Issa, in the blue shirt and brown
hat, with his Axel team following a
field test.
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Samidoun
Palestinian Prisoners,
Leading with Steadfastness

E

very day in Palestine, the morning
dawns with dozens of news
reports of night raids, arrests, and
invasions by Israeli occupation
forces. This is not only the case
By Charlotte Kates
amid the recent uprising in which
over 2,400 Palestinians have been detained and 500 Palestinians from 1948
occupied Palestine – Palestinian citizens of Israel – were targeted for arrest
under the so-called Operation Law and Order. Indeed, imprisonment has
formed a fundamental part of Israel’s colonial arsenal since 1948. Despite the
intention to use political imprisonment to suppress Palestinian resistance and
frustrate the Palestinian liberation movement, however, Palestinian prisoners
have remained political leaders and symbols of steadfastness for the struggle
as a whole.
Imprisonment as a colonial technique did not begin with Zionism; even in
occupied Palestine, many of the most infamous practices used today – such
as administrative detention, imprisonment without charge or trial, which
can be repeatedly renewed for up to years at a time – were introduced by
the British colonial mandate and then enthusiastically adopted by the Zionist
project. Much like the home demolitions used today to target the families,
communities, and loved ones of Palestinian prisoners and resistance
fighters, British colonizers earlier exploded the homes of Palestinians fighting
colonialism.
Imprisonment is not only used as a weapon against the Palestinian movement
inside occupied Palestine. Imperialist powers such as the United States,
France, and the United Kingdom provide nearly unlimited political, economic,
and military support to the Israeli state – despite the mass revulsion of much
of their citizenry, vividly revealed by the hundreds of thousands in those
countries who took to the streets throughout May in support of Palestine.
Alongside Black, Indigenous, and other political prisoners in the United States,
there are also Palestinian political prisoners: the Holy Land Foundation Five,
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sentenced to up to 65 years in
prison for their charitable work for
Palestine under bogus “material
support for terrorism” charges. In
France, Georges Ibrahim Abdallah,
the Lebanese Arab struggler for
Palestine, has been imprisoned
for nearly 37 years. In the north
of Ireland, Dr. Issam Hijjawi, a
Palestinian doctor, is imprisoned
alongside Irish republicans in an
entrapment sting arranged by the
British security services.
The story of Palestinian prisoners
is one of suffering, injustice, and
collective punishment: from brutal
torture under interrogation to parents
and children forcibly separated by
a “security” regime focused on
breaking Palestinian social ties, to
the unending psychological pressure
of administrative detention and never
knowing when or if a detainee will
be released. Palestinian prisoners
receive poor, if any, medical care,
and Israel continues to imprison
the bodies of Palestinians who died
behind bars.
However, the story of Palestinian
prisoners is also one of
steadfastness, leadership, and
resistance. The prisoners play
a prominent, indelible role in
Palestinian political life, organizing
behind prison bars and turning
the dungeons of the occupier
into revolutionary schools of
struggle. Young activists learn
from elder leaders behind bars;
prisoners organize reading circles,
and artists and writers have

During the May
2021 uprising, 2,400
Palestinians and 500
Palestinian citizens of
Israel were detained
under the so-called
Operation Law and
Order.

created internationally awarded
masterpieces, from the artwork
of Zuhdi al-Adawi to the novels of
Walid Daqqa. When Palestinian girls
were denied a teacher to complete
their high school education, the
imprisoned Palestinian women –
led by Palestinian leftist, feminist,
and parliamentarian Khalida Jarrar
– developed classes of their own.
In fact, Jarrar delivered over 32
hours of self-organized classes on
international law and human rights
to her fellow women prisoners of all
ages, despite repression targeting
the activities by Israeli jailers.
It is that resistance and organizing
that inspired Samidoun Palestinian
Prisoner Solidarity Network to take
its name – samidoun meaning
“those who are steadfast.” After
all, perhaps no one embodies that
term more accurately than the
Palestinian prisoners, their families,
their comrades, and the Palestinian
people as a whole. Founded ten
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activities emphasize the unity of the
Palestinian cause inside Palestine
and among Palestinians in exile and
diaspora, and of the land of Palestine
from the river to the sea.
In recent years, Samidoun’s work
and membership has grown
substantially, with activists in various
areas developing chapters to build
campaigns, including efforts to
boycott Israeli products, cultural
and academic institutions, and
complicit corporations, especially
those – such as HP and G4S – that
profit from their ties to the Israeli
“security” sector. Most recently,
in February 2021, Israeli “Defense
Minister” (and war criminal) Benny
Gantz labeled Samidoun a “terrorist
organization,” openly admitting that
this designation was for organizing
“anti-Israel demonstrations and
campaigns.”

Berlin, May 2021.

years ago, when it was often
difficult to find news on Palestinian
prisoners’ current experiences and
struggles translated into English,
Samidoun today has chapters and
affiliates inside occupied Palestine as
well as in Canada, the United States,
Germany, France, Sweden, Spain,
the Netherlands, Greece, and Brazil.
Taking inspiration from the lives and
struggles of the Palestinian prisoners
themselves, Samidoun’s activities
emphasize that Palestinian political
prisoners are resistance leaders and
that campaigning for the liberation
of political prisoners is an integral
part of supporting Palestinian
resistance. Further, the prisoners
are a unifying symbol of leadership
that represents a broadly embraced
alternative to the concessionary
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path of Oslo and the so-called peace
process. These campaigns also
provide an opportunity to develop
mutual solidarity and joint struggle
with other justice movements, from
the Black liberation movement to
struggles in the Philippines, Turkey,
and Colombia, forging alliances
based on the leadership and
liberation of imprisoned political
leaders.
Samidoun’s organizing focuses
on grassroots activism to
internationalize the cause of
Palestinian prisoners and escalate
pressure for their release, including
the cases of Palestinians jailed
throughout occupied Palestine,
from the river to the sea, as well as
prisoners of the Palestinian cause
in Arab and international jails. Its

Rather than suppress Samidoun’s
organizing, however, this declaration
only provided renewed inspiration
to escalate and expand our work.
After all, the Palestinian political
prisoners themselves continue to
struggle behind bars on a daily basis
despite facing torture, abuse, and
all forms of repression. Further,
Gantz’ declaration indicated that the
growing campaigns being organized
to support the prisoners – certainly
not only by Samidoun, but by many
organizations in Palestine and around
the world – present a growing
challenge to the Israeli occupation.
The current uprising in Palestine only
underlines the need to campaign
for imprisoned Palestinians, not as
an isolated file but as an integral
part of the Palestinian liberation
struggle. As people of conscience
around the world increasingly
consider abolitionist approaches to

According to statistics
published by
Addameer (addameer.
org), as of May 1,
2021, there are 4,400
Palestinian political
prisoners in Israeli
jails; 450 are jailed
without charge or trial
under administrative
detention. There are
160 child prisoners
and 39 imprisoned
Palestinian women.
Twenty-five Palestinian
prisoners have been
jailed since before
Oslo, and there are 543
Palestinian prisoners
serving life sentences
in occupation prisons.

imprisonment, appalled by the crisis
of state racism, police brutality, and
mass incarceration, the Palestinian
political prisoners remain samidoun
– leading, struggling, and pointing
toward a path of freedom for all.
Charlotte Kates is the international
coordinator of Samidoun
Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity
Network (https://samidoun.net/).
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Hanan Ashrawi

Amplifying the Palestinian Narrative

D

r. Hanan Ashrawi is, without a doubt, the most famous Palestinian
woman of her generation. For decades, she has been Palestine’s
tireless and eloquent voice around the world, advocating for her
people’s freedom while educating politicians, decision-makers, and
ordinary citizens about the Palestinian cause.

the Independent Commission
for Human Rights, Transparency
Palestine, and the Palestinian
Initiative for the Promotion of Global
Dialogue and Democracy (MIFTAH).
Protecting and advancing women’s
rights is an integral component of
the Palestinian people’s ability to
persevere and achieve freedom,
Hanan asserts. In a recent interview
published on the Heinrich Böll

society and women’s rights activists
were not surprised that Hanan was
practicing what she preaches: the
need for an accountable, transparent,
inclusive, and democratic political
system.

Unapologetically feminist and progressive, Hanan has consistently reaffirmed
the Palestinian people’s inspiring ability to thrive despite the odds. She
promotes finding common ground and building bridges with other social
movements worldwide based on mutual respect and parity. “Our struggle must
not be reduced to begging for sympathy or proving that we deserve freedom.
We have to stand tall and build partnerships as equals,” she says.
The Palestinian people have lived sumud for a century, rejecting their
dehumanization and erasure, protecting their identity and narrative, and
struggling for freedom from Israel’s colonial enterprise while thriving and
contributing to humanity in all fields. Sumud, she explains, includes sustaining
a vibrant, active, diverse, principled civil society that elevates the voices of
citizens, leaves no one behind, and ensures that women’s rights are not
suppressed or sidelined.”
Hanan’s contribution to Palestine extends beyond the fight to end Israel’s
colonial occupation. In her long and rich career as an academic, political
advocate, civil society leader, parliamentarian, and elected PLO Executive
Committee member, she has also been a stalwart advocate for women’s
rights, civil liberties, freedoms, good governance, and transparency. She is
credited with establishing many leading civil society organizations, including

Foundation website, she said, “You
cannot withhold self-determination,
justice and equality from your own
women in society and claim that
you are fighting for them as a whole
against the occupation.” She has
dedicated her career to advancing
women’s rights in Palestine and
around the world, championing the
adoption of UN resolution 1325, and
pushing the Palestinian government
to accede to the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW), among others.
In December 2020, Hanan resigned
from her position as a member of the
Palestine Liberation Organization’s
Executive Committee to make
way for younger women. She also
asserted her call for elections
and the renewal of Palestinian
institutions. While her resignation
caused a political uproar, civil
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The resignation from her political
position freed Hanan for what she
enjoys most: building a robust
civil society. “I can hardly keep
up with them!” she exclaims
when describing the requests she
receives from around the world.
She emphasizes that she does not
need a title to keep serving her
people, explaining, “I am now free
to focus on empowering youth and
women even more, and to help them
become the leaders they can be.
This is the way to ensure that our
struggle and sumud remain vibrant
and effective.”
“Our complex reality and struggle
inspire peoples around the world.
We must be proud of who we are
and what we stand for,” says Hanan.
She believes that Palestinian sumud
is reinforced by working on the
domestic, Arab, and international
fronts at the same time, asserting,
“We must not lose sight of the
intersectionality of our cause and the
international dimension of our call
for freedom.”
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Suad Amiry

Creativity in Times of Crisis

“A

re you out of your mind?” screamed my mother when I
exuberantly told her I was leaving Amman, the city where I
grew up, to go live and work in Palestine.

“I don’t understand! You do not have a single family member
or friend there! Trust me, people would think you’re an Israeli collaborator.”
“Maybe I am!” I responded with a smile.
Silence prevailed.
Seeing my mother’s worried face, I hugged her tightly and said, “Come on,
Mom, you should be happy for me. Isn’t Palestine where we all dream to be?”
My words drew a faint smile on my mother’s face as she probably reflected
on her happy days in Jerusalem before she and my father were forced to
leave their home in 1948. My mother took a deep breath before she said in
conciliatory voice, “Well nothing changes; you throw yourself in the ocean
then ask if you know how to swim.”
“I haven’t drowned so far, have I?”
With hugs, tears, and much apprehension I bade farewell to my mother.
Fearing her tears, I made sure not to look back as I took my leave, “Good-bye,
Mom.”
“Good-bye, Susti, I beg you habibti to take care of yourself.”
Mom was absolutely right. This is utterly crazy, I thought to myself as I
checked into my hotel room at the YMCA in East Jerusalem. A strong sense of
estrangement got hold of me.
Off I went to the Old City of Jerusalem, where I lost my way, and my self, in
the labyrinth of its streets and its colorful and noisy suqs. Having spent two
whole days wandering the streets of Jerusalem, it was time for me to venture
into the Palestinian village, the subject of my interest and of my doctoral
thesis. “Shalom” was the greeting I received from the Palestinian kids in
most of the villages I visited as I took photos and started to document the
architecture of Palestinian village homes.
Once again Mom was right: kids, but also grown-ups, had their suspicions
about this tomboyish young woman dressed in sporty clothes. Obviously,
my Syrian-Amman(i) accent did not help. Nor did driving the Israeli yellowplated car I had rented for this mission. If not an Israeli, then she must be
an Israeli spy, they thought. Forty years later, I must admit that the odds and
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challenges were many, but my
will was fiercer. Obsessed with
the 420 Palestinian villages razed
to the ground by Israel between
1948 and 1952, I compiled a
photo archive of the remaining
420 villages in what I call Minor
Palestine, i.e., the West Bank, Arab
East Jerusalem, and the Gaza
Strip. It took me a long ten years
(1981–1991) before I established
Riwaq, which eventually took care
of this ambitious mission.
The one thing Palestine does not
lack is crisis. There are minor
crises related to the difficulties of
everyday life under occupation,
and there are major wars and
crises like the one we are living
in right now. However, it seems
that with every major crisis that
Palestine, and I, live through, a
new inspirational idea explodes
in my mind and makes me lose
sleep. This happened during the
40-day curfew that was imposed
on us by Israel during the first
Gulf War in January–February
1991. This crisis and long hours
of sleepless nights inspired me to
establish RIWAQ: Center for the
Protection of Architectural Heritage
in Palestine (www.riwaq.org).
The same was true in 2002
when the Israeli Army reoccupied
the city of Ramallah (and other
cities). Once again, I was stuck
at home under a 44-day curfew
together with my mother-in-law.
The pressures caused by both, the
Israeli army and my mother-in-law,
made a writer out of me. It forced
me to sit down to write Sharon and
My Mother-in-Law, the book that
brought my 91-year-old mother-inlaw, and me, to fame. Obviously,
Ariel Sharon, the prime minister
of Israel at the time, did not need
my help to bring him to fame. He

was already renowned for his many
atrocities against the Palestinians.
And to end a lifetime story, I often
jokingly say that being dyslexic, I went
to the school of architecture when
I had meant to go to the school of
agriculture. Once again, it took another
crisis and a world pandemic and a
whole life to realize that my early and
first love was and still is my love for
nature and gardening. And as such,
my days now consist of working in
my garden while taking long breaks
to write, or is it the other way round?
Writing while taking long breaks to
work on my garden.
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Mounir Kleibo
Jerusalem, Jerusalem

A

t the age of seven, Mounir Kleibo lived through the 1967 War, an
experience that has impacted his entire life. He later learned about
the 1948 Nakba that resulted in his family’s forced displacement
from their home in Baqa’a in West Jerusalem. As with many
Palestinians, Mounir’s experience of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
is not simply personal, it’s a focal point in his life. He believes that the best
way to combat injustice is to create an educated, cultured, and successful
Palestinian community.
Born in Sheikh Jarrah to a well-rooted Jerusalemite family, Mounir received
his primary, elementary, and secondary education at the Collège des Frères,
a francophone college located in the heart of East Jerusalem, inside the Old
City. He believes that this quality education, which included learning several
languages, helped to form his personality and arm him with fundamental
social values. He recalls
with tremendous nostalgia
his early-morning and
late-afternoon walks to and
from the school. Not only
did walking by the walls of
Jerusalem and living the
details of everyday life give
Mounir great satisfaction
and pleasure, but it also
taught him to appreciate
culture, arts, and music,
and has certainly cemented
his Jerusalemite character.
Among his other talents,
Mounir has mastered
photography. His photos
have gone viral locally and
internationally, particularly
one of Damascus Gate
that has reignited the
passion of millions of
Palestinians, particularly
those in the diaspora. His
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photos are considered sensitive
and reflective of daily life in
Palestine, particularly Jerusalem.
Mounir loves to capture images
of everything that is positive,
beautiful, and original in
Palestine. His photos embody the
steadfastness of the Palestinian
people as he documents their
resilience. Social media has
been instrumental in promoting
Mounir’s photos and his artistic
personality, which came in handy
in 2004 when he worked at
the UNDP/PAPP as head of the
team that produced Palestine: A
Guidebook.
On the professional level, Mounir
can boast a wide range of posts
where he has proved to be a highly
qualified management executive
and a pioneer in advocating
transparency, corporate social
responsibility, accountability, and
social inclusion. His advanced
career began as dean of the
Ibrahimieh Community College
in Jerusalem. He later became
chief of cabinet in the Palestinian
Authority’s Ministry of Finance.
In 1996, he joined the United
Nations in his capacity as head of
the UNDP/PAPP Governance and
Public Sector Unit. At the UNDP,
he managed the UN Volunteers
program and was a key player in
the Transfer of Knowledge through
Expatriate Nationals (TOKTEN)
initiative in Palestine.
Mounir is currently the
representative of the International
Labour Organization in Jerusalem,
Palestine. He sits on a number
of advisory boards for education
reform, civil society advancement,
cultural heritage advancement
and human development, reform,
democratization, and digitalization.
Photos taken by Mounir Kleibo.
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Pharmacare
An Expression of Trust

P

harmacare is a public limited
liability company established on
the belief that profitable Palestinian
industrial production can thrive and
that the Palestinian people deserve
By Subhi Khoury
access to high-quality affordable
medication. For the last 36 years, Pharmacare has succeeded in making
this belief a reality. Pharmacare Palestine provides high-quality conventional
products to Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza, while our subsidiary in
Malta, Pharmacare Premium, develops and supplies high-potency anti-cancer
medication. Financially, Pharmacare has also been successful, not once failing

to generate a profit or distribute
dividends. Proving to be a sound
investment for its shareholders,
Pharmacare attracted direct forging
investment in 1999 from the major
European Pharma player Grünenthal.
Pharmacare’s future plans are
also committed to reinforcing and
supporting this belief. To grow sales,
Pharmacare will continue to invest in
new product lines and new products,
particularly those on the World
Health Organization’s list of essential
medicines.
Pharmacare Palestine was and
continues to be on the forefront
of pharmaceutical excellence in
Palestine. This investment in quality
and technology made it the only
Palestinian company to export
products to Europe, from the
same facility that used to supply
the local market, after it obtained
the European good manufacturing
practice (GMP) certificate in 2008.
Achieving this level of quality has
meant adhering to quality standards
in all stages of production and being
subject to multiple inspections on a
routine basis. Pharmacare Palestine
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also supplies a large number of
other international markets. The
most recent success enjoyed
by Pharmacare Palestine is the
launching of soft gelatin capsule
products, the first to be completely
manufactured in Palestine. This
success is reflected in the numbers.
At inception Pharmacare had 10
employees, and now there are 340
employees in the West Bank and
Gaza. Women make up 43 percent
of Pharmacare’s workforce, and the
number is growing, and 64 percent
have higher degrees. The starting
capital was 160,000 Jordanian
dinars, while now the market
capitulation has reached around
US$30 million. Whereas Pharmacare
started with a handful of distinct
pharmaceutical products, it currently
manufactures hundreds to meet the
market’s variable needs.
These successes have been
achieved in spite of the unique
challenges that face Palestinian
companies that operate under
occupation. Chief among them are
the uncertain political environment
and the separation from the global
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Malta increases Pharmacare
Palestine’s global reach, supplying
to the European Union, Turkey,
MENA, and Central Asia regions and
creating a channel for technology
and innovation to flow into
Pharmacare Palestine. It focuses
on the production of high-potency
oral medication such as anticancer and immunosuppressant
medication, thus further diversifying
Pharmacare’s product portfolio.
Finally, a unique advantage of the
Malta location is the patent situation,
which allows Pharmacare Premium
to manufacture products that are still
under patent in the rest of the EU.
These products can be sold to other
non-patented markets or stockpiled
for EU launch as soon as the patent
expires.
Pharmacare PLC, Palestine.

marketplace. The uncertain political
environment makes it difficult to
run a business in the short term.
Freedom of movement, for example,
is severely curtailed, and the public
sector wages, which acutely affect
Palestinian purchasing power, rely
on VAT funds transferred from Israel.
In the long term, it makes large
investments inherently riskier and
less palatable. Being cut off from
the global marketplace makes it
more difficult to trade in both goods
and ideas. Despite the COVID-19
pandemic, the global market,
especially in Pharma, remains highly
interconnected. When access is not
easy, one risks falling behind when it
comes to technology, process, and
innovation. This is disastrous for any
company and signals the start of a
steady decline.
To mitigate the risks of being located
solely in the somewhat turbulent
context of Palestine, Pharmacare
Premium Malta, a subsidiary, was
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founded in 2011. At first glance this
might seem like a bizarre move for a
Palestine-centered company such as
Pharmacare. Due to the challenges
discussed above, however, and the
relatively small size of the Pharma
market in Palestine, internal growth
is capped. One does not find sharks
in ponds. Pharmacare Premium

It has been a very exciting time
at Pharmacare Premium with the
successful development of the
oncology product Pazopanib. Two
successful bioequivalence trials,
for both the 200 mg and 400 mg
strengths of the product, prove that
our product matches the originator.
With these findings, Pharmacare
Premium Malta is leading the way
in developing a generic Pazopanib

Pharmacare’s winning
formula of investing
in quality and niche
products has allowed
it to penetrate EU and
other international
markets. Unrivaled
customer confidence
in its products has
allowed it to be
profitable and to
distribute dividends
every year since the
start of operations.

rival to Novartis’ Votrient cancer
treatment, at a much reduced
price. According to Novartis, global
Votrient sales were US$635 million
in 2020. This achievement is
notable as it is a very complicated
product to formulate, with other
European and global companies
having very limited success. In fact,
Pharmacare Premium Malta is the
first company to reach this point in
the development of the product, and
the commercialization will follow
swiftly.
Another development is the
collaboration with a Swedish
company to manufacture raw
materials needed to produce
medicines, the highly potent
active pharmaceutical ingredients,
at Pharmacare Premium Malta.
These will then be exported around
the world, including the United
States. This collaboration typifies
Pharmacare Premium Malta. It
allows access to other companies
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with great synergies that together
use advanced technology to
target and reach new markets and
niches.
Looking forward, Pharmacare
as a group will continue to
implement its winning formula:
investing in quality and technology.
Pharmacare Palestine will invest
in new production lines and
products to meet Palestinians’
diverse needs. It will also partner
with the Palestinian Ministry of
Health to develop and produce
orphan medications: products
that do not have a large market or
financial incentive to produce but a
reliable supply of which is crucial
for ensuring medicine security in
a country. Pharmacare Premium
Malta will carry out further
expansion of its facility, product
development, and business
collaborations. With its robust
pipeline of promising products in
various stages of development,
Pharmacare Premium Malta
products are poised to be launched
on the global market, yet another
significant leap forward.

RESILIENCE
for a better tomorrow

Everyone knows that being
Palestinian is not easy. The
historical and ongoing injustices
scar every Palestinian. Oftentimes
this makes us bolder, stronger,
and hungrier. When your mere
existence is routinely questioned
and your basic rights systemically
denied, being average does not
suffice. All this is true on an
individual and institutional level.
This is true for Pharmacare.
Subhi Khoury (MPharm) is a
third-generation pharmacist
working to continue
Pharmacare’s success.
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Mahatma Gandhi St., Beitunia, Palestine
Tel: 970 2 2900680, Fax: 970 2 2900189
Email: info@pharmacare-ltd.com
Website URL: http://www.pharmacare-ltd.net/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Pharmacare-PLC-1603154689938085/
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Raja Shehadeh

Writing Palestine, Over and Over

R

aja Shehadeh graduated from the American University of Beirut
in 1973 with a degree in English literature and philosophy.
He then studied law in London, was called to the English Bar
at Lincoln’s Inn in 1976, and has been in private practice in
Ramallah since 1978. In 1979, he co-founded the pioneering
human rights organization Al-Haq, the Palestinian affiliate of the International
Commission of Jurists, which he co-directed until 1991. In the course of
his legal practice, Raja handled and participated in a number of precedentsetting cases, including the request to the International Court of Justice at
The Hague regarding the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in
the Occupied Palestinian Territories. From 1991 to 1992, he served as legal
adviser to the Palestinian delegation at the talks between the PLO and Israel in
Washington, D.C.

Raja writes for the Guardian, the Nation, the New York Review of Books, the
New York Times, the New Yorker, and Granta. He has published numerous
articles in law journals on the legal aspects of the Israeli occupation of
Palestinian territories. His books on the subject include Occupier’s Law:
Israel and the West Bank (Institute of Palestine Studies, 1985, revised 1988),
The Law of the Land: Settlements and Land Issues under Israeli Military
Occupation (Passia, 1993), and From Occupation to Interim Accords (Kluwer,
1997). His latest published literary works are his memoir, Strangers in the
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House, Coming of Age in Occupied
Palestine (Penguin, 2002 and
Profile, 2002), and When the Bulbul
Stopped Singing: Life in Ramallah
Under Siege (Profile 2004), which
was adapted for theater and
performed in Edinburgh, Tehran,
New York, Tokyo, and Amman. His
more recent books are Palestinian
Walks: Notes on a Vanishing
Landscape (Scribner, 2007 and
Profile, 2007), which won the
2008 Orwell Prize; A Rift in Time:
Travels with my Ottoman Uncle
(Profile, 2009); Occupation Diaries
(Profile, 2013); Language of Peace,
Language of War: Palestine, Israel
and the Search for Justice (Profile,
2015); Where the Line Is Drawn
(The New Press, 2017); and Going
Home: A Walk Through Fifty Years of
Occupation (The New Press, 2020).
He co-edited with Penny Johnson
Seeking Palestine: New Palestinian
Writing on Exile and Home (Interlink,
2013) and Shifting Sands: The
Unravelling of the Old Order in the
Middle East (Profile, 2015 and
Interlink, 2016).
A number of his books have been
translated into fourteen languages.
Raja lives in Ramallah, Palestine.
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A Survivor's
Testimony

grandfather’s house. Is that strange?
Of course not! Actually, this is what
every Gazan family does to make
sure that if the occupation strikes the
house, at least one or two of them
would survive and the entire family
would not be completely obliterated.
One night, I wrote a tweet saying,
“I am afraid of staying at home and
living the Shuja’iya Massacre of
2014 once again.i Then again, I am
afraid of leaving and being bombed
and wounded as in 2014. There is
no safe place in Gaza!” Two hours
later, I tweeted, “The shelling has
intensified, we can’t live the 2014

masscre again! We will leave the
house now, pray for us.” We went
out and were surprised to find that
all the people in our area were
leaving in the middle of night. They
were leaving their homes, hopes,
and memories, yearning for safety
that was in no way guaranteed.
We moved to my aunt’s home,
where about 40 people live in the
same house. We had hoped it
would be safer for us to stay there,
but in reality it was more heavily
bombarded every night. They say
“death with a group is mercy.” We
didn’t gain the safety we had hoped

Photo by Shareef Sarhan.

By Marah Shamali
don’t know where to start or
what to say about the current
situation here in Gaza because
we are not numbers. Everyone
has a story to tell! It is my
destiny that I was born in a
geographical area where wars
and sieges haven’t stopped
since my birth. I have survived
three wars but was not sure I
would survive this one. During
the 2008 Israeli aggression, I
was 9 years old; in the 2012 Israeli
assault, I was 13 years old; in 2014,
I was 15 years old. And here I am,
22 now! I still remember vividly when
the Israeli occupation forces bombed
us directly in 2014. My mother and
brother were seriously injured, but
miraculously, we survived. The story
is too long to tell, but the scars of
the 2014 war have not yet been
erased by time, and the 2021 Israeli
aggression brought back these
painful memories, as time repeats
itself. At the beginning of every Israeli
assault, my mother sends us to my

I
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for. When the tower next to my
aunt’s home was bombed, we ran
in panic into the street to escape,
thinking that perhaps the street was
safer than the houses, as they are
being destroyed over the heads of
their owners without warning.
Every night we ask ourselves, “Are
we going to end up as breaking
news tonight? Are we going to die
before living the day of freedom?”
Every day, we woke up to write,
“Thank God, we are still alive.”
No video or photo on the media
needs a caption! The scences we
see are not from movies, they
are real and painful scences for
Palestinians who are now homeless.
Towers, highly skilled doctors, main
streets, universities, peaceful homes,
Photo by Atieh Darwish.

government centers, mosques,
restaurants, anything in Gaza that
holds hope – they destroy. The
offices of the Ministry of Social
Affairs that provided urgent relief
to thousands of orphans, widows,
needy families, and disabled persons
have been attacked and destroyed.
The only center for COVID-19 testing
has been destroyed. They need to
maximize our pain and kill us, too!!
All streets that lead to Al-Shifa
Hospital, the largest and most
important medical center in Gaza,
have been shelled. Now, ambulances
can go in or out only with difficulty.
This is a war crime!
During 100 airstrikes in less than
15 minutes, Israel killed 21 whole
families, targeting children and

The more Israel thinks about wiping
out our people and taking our land, the
more we are determined to survive.
Whatever Israel does, we Palestinians
wake up every morning to teach the
whole world about life, Sir!

newborn babies. This is the “bank of
targets” for terrorists.ii
Social media prevents us from
posting Palestinian content, as
Instagram and Facebook are deleting
hashtags about Palestine. This
means that they are doing everything
they can to support the occupation
and prevent us from publishing the
truth of occupation terrorism!
We say, “We refuse to die,” while we
cry. But once we stop our tears, we
continue, saying with a smile, “Tell
them we will stay.”
This is an extraordinary time, even if
it is one of the most difficult times.
This time, Gaza is stronger, no
matter what happens, because we
will build again. This time, Gaza is
not alone. Palestinians are united
from Ras al-Naqura to Umm alRashrash.
Gazans are heroes. This is our
generation; we are the youth of
the future, and we have nothing to

lose. Countries with equipment,
budgets, wealth, and relationships
have not accomplished a quarter of
what Gaza has. This is a city that
has been besieged since the year
2007. It resists on several fronts and
suffers from the restrictions of the
occupation that puts us down every
time we feel that we are regaining
part of our dignity and hope for the
liberation of our land. But I swear to
God, I am ready to die here; we are
full of dignity and perseverance!
Marah Shamali is a 21-year-old
dental student in Gaza. She was
born during the second Intifada
and has never traveled outside
the Gaza Strip. She has survived
four Israeli military operations
and attacks on Gaza. Her father
was imprisoned in Israeli jails
for a few years; the Israeli army
assassinated two of her uncles and
two of her cousins.

i
During the 2014 assault on Gaza, the Shujai’ya Massacre was deemed a
war crime by the UN Permanent Observer Mission in Palestine. For more
information, visit https://palestineun.org/21-july-2014-shujaiya-massacreand-bombardment-by-israel-against-gaza-civilians/.
ii

“Bank of targets” is the literal translation of the term used by Israel to
denote its targets when shelling and bombing Gaza.
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Abdalhadi Alijla
Watching Out for Gaza

D

r. Abdalhadi Alijla is a social and political scientist and science
advocate. During the recent Israeli assault on Gaza that displaced
his family from their home, he received the news that he had
won the Global South Award of the International Political Science
Association (IPSA).
Abdalhadi was born in Gaza into
a modest family, the ninth child of
parents who worked hard to raise
him and his siblings. Growing up, he
witnessed the political engagement
of his family and neighborhood,
particularly during the first Intifada.
This opened his eyes to Gaza’s
conditions under occupation and
inspired his own political engagement,
leaving him “without a childhood,”
to use his own words. He studied in
Gaza’s schools, starting to work and
contribute to the family income at the
age of 14, and working as a garbage
collector when he was 17 years old.

To oblige his parents, Abdalhadi
obtained a bachelor of engineering
degree because Arabic society
traditionally requires that whoever
receives high marks in school has to
become an engineer or a physician.
His love of politics and the social sciences prompted him to follow his passion
for reading and engagement in politics and with NGOs in the Gaza Strip. After
graduating from the engineering faculty, Abdalhadi decided to study politics
and completed studies in Italy, Germany, and Sweden, eventually earning a
PhD in political science.

Among the numerous institutions
that have granted him awards
and scholarships are the German
Academic Exchange Service DAAD
(2009), University of Milan UNIMI
(2012), the International Centre
for the Study of the Preservation
and Restoration of Cultural
Property ICCROM (2010), and
Saud Al-Babtain (2002); and Right
Livelihood College awarded him
the title Junior Scientist (2010),
among others. In 2016, he was a
fellow of the Royal Society of Art
and Science, United Kingdom. In
2018, Abdalhadi was selected to
be a member of the Global Young
Academy, an international society
of young scientists that aims to give
them a voice across the globe; it has
only 200 members worldwide.
Abdalhadi has worked for many
NGOs and INGOs in the Middle East
and Europe, such as Transparency
International, the German Center for
International Cooperation GIZ, the EU
Regional Trust Fund in Response to
the Syrian crisis – Madad Fund, and
United Nations Volunteers, among
others. He is a member of the
scientific and consultative committee
of the Centre for Arab Unity Studies
in Beirut.

His writings appear on
OpenDemocracy, Mondoweiss,
Huffpost, Qantara, Your Middle East,
Jadaliyya, and other media outlets. In
2020, his first book, titled Trust in
Divided Societies, was published
by Bloomsbury Academics and
I.B.Tauris, UK.

Abdalhadi is currently the co-leader of Global Migration and Human Rights at
Global Young Academy; he co-founded the Palestine Young Academy in 2020.
He is also an associate researcher and the regional manager of the University
of Gothenburg’s Varieties of Democracy Institute for Gulf Countries. Since
April 2018, he has been an associate fellow at the Post-Conflict Research
Center in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Resilience through
the Decades
The Arab Development Society

T

he Arab Development Society
(ADS) is one of the oldest
nongovernmental organizations in
Palestine, established by a decree
of the League of Arab States in
By Mohammad Qutob
1944 and with gratitude to its
founder, the late Musa Faidi Alami, a prominent politician and philanthropist
dedicated to the Palestinian cause throughout his entire life. He was a lawyer
by profession and a graduate of Trinity College, Cambridge University.
The ADS has a general assembly of around 31 members from diverse
backgrounds, including some of the most respected and dedicated
Palestinians. Its board of directors comprises seven members, and the
executive committee is composed of a president, vice-president, treasurer,
and secretary. The ADS manages its finances in conformity with modern
accounting and auditing systems. Members receive no remuneration for their
service on the board, and any other assistance they render to the society is
given free of charge.

The goal of the ADS has been
primarily to assist Palestinian
farmers in maintaining their presence
on the land, strengthening their
resilience and steadfastness.
Following the 1948 Nakba, which
resulted in the occupation of the best
land in Palestine, ADS goals shifted
to include caring for and pursuing
the education and training of the
orphans and children of martyrs.

The ADS remains the custodian
of around 8,000 dunums (800
hectares, 1,977 acres) of land
In the early 1950s, in order to carry
in Jericho, and 500 dunums (50
out its mission to care for and
hectares, 124
improve the lives
acres) in the
of refugees,
area of Jiftlik
orphans, and
in the Jordan
underprivileged
Valley. These
children, the
lands were
ADS embarked
mostly barren
on creating
and had never
a vocational
been cultivated
training center
before they
on its land
were decreed
in Jericho to
to the ADS in
provide for the
1944. The early
educational and
activities of the
residential needs
ADS entailed
of 160 trainees
the drilling of
at any one time.
28 artesian
It is noteworthy
wells, the water
that some of the
of which was
students excelled
ADS founder Musa Alami.
used to reclaim
in their training
about 4,000 dunums of land, as
and were offered scholarships
the society set itself to plant a wide
to gain higher education in such
range of fruit trees and forage crops.
universities as the American
University of Beirut and Brigham
Next, the ADS embarked on a very
Young University in Utah, in the
ambitious agricultural venture and
United States.
established a dairy farm, importing
a herd of cows from the state of
Utah in the United States. Also, it
was imperative to build a modern
dairy plant to produce pasteurized
milk, yogurt, ice cream, labneh,
white and soft cheese, and keep
a flock of layer chickens that, at
its peak in 1967, before the war,
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reached 30,000 birds. The farm
and dairy products of the ADS were
marketed both within the West
Bank and in neighboring countries,
with substantial amounts reaching
Amman, Jordan, the location of
the ADS distribution center at the
entrance of the Intercontinental Hotel
in Amman. I personally witnessed
the shipping of processed chicken
that was exported via Jerusalem
Airport in Kalandia to Damman and
Dahran in Saudi Arabia in the 1960s.

Thanks to ADS founder Musa Alami,
an association was established in
the 1960s in both the United States
and Great Britain, named Friends of
the ADS, to support ADS Palestine.
Its members included politicians and
dignitaries, among them Geoffrey
Furlonge, the author of Musa Alami’s
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biography, and Sir Anthony Nutting,
a British diplomat, member of
parliament from 1945 to 1956, and
minister of state for foreign affairs
from 1954 until 1956. Honorary
memberships were held by the
famous historian Dr. Arnold Toynbee
and the Hon. Frances P. Bolton,
the first woman to be elected to
Congress in Ohio. Many international
organizations donated generously
to enhance the infrastructure of the
ADS, notably, the Ford Foundation,
which erected the vocational training
center building in 1952.
In its endeavors to instill confidence
and steadfastness in the farming
community in Palestine, the ADS set
its eyes on raising the health and
living standards of the Arab rural
communities, as well as enhancing
environmental health through
afforestation and commercial tree
plantation. Also, ADS encouraged
the establishment of agricultural
cooperatives and the provision
of agroforestry, agricultural, and
industrial training to orphans and
destitute Arab youth.
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In 1983, shortly before the death
of Musa Alami, an assistance
agreement was forged between the
ADS, the Norwegian Refugee Council,
and the Swedish Save The Children
Fund (Rädda Barnen) to administer
a project that lasted until April 1987.
Such a course of action was deemed
necessary after the onslaught of the
1967 War, during which the Israeli
army wreaked havoc and destruction,
destroying or looting more than half
of the dairy herd, almost all of the
poultry flock, and most of the farm
machinery, equipment, and wells.
The most serious of losses was in
trained staff, many of whom joined
the flood of refugees who fled to
Jordan. A parallel exodus took place
among the trainees whose number
fell by almost two-thirds to 60.
Since 2010, ADS has embarked on
an ambitious project to utilize and
rehabilitate lands that have never
been cultivated, and has invited
agricultural entrepreneurs to grow
medjool palm trees; to date, 3,000
dunums have been planted. The ADS
benefits by charging rent for a fixed

fee per dunum, and such a venture
is environmentally and financially
rewarding for all stakeholders. The
income generated is entered into the
society’s budget to run projects that
serve its mission.
The ADS has also established a
fish hatchery for the production of
approximately 120,000 fingerlings,
with thanks going to the government
of Denmark that subsidized the cost
of this venture. The fingerlings are
sold to fish farmers in the Jordan
Valley, and the ADS has taken upon
itself the task of providing training in
the field of fish-farming. Large ponds
have also been constructed to raise
Tilapia and sea bass, which are sold
in the West Bank market.
An important venture was the
establishment of a solar-energy plant
for the production of electricity that
produces 30,000 kW per month.
The project was made possible
by means of a soft loan from the
Presbyterian Church of the United
States with whom the ADS has a
close and enduring relationship.

In order to enhance its production
capabilities, the ADS is presently
constructing a new dairy plant
that will be able to reach a 20-ton
capacity per day, at a cost of 2,325
million Jordanian dinars (excluding
machinery). The project is partially
subsidized by the Arab Fund for
Economic and Social Development
in Kuwait that has previously been
generous towards ADS and provided
the society with funds to establish a
milking parlor, a harvester, a fodder
mixer, and a cowshed, also availing
moneys to drill two very much
needed wells.
In order to adhere to its mission,
the ADS has forged agreements
with several universities to carry
out research projects relevant to
agricultural practices and food
production. Thus, the ADS holds
seminars and training courses for
university students on beekeeping
and water and soil preservation, as
well as research on palm tree-related
issues such as the red palm weevil
and related pests.
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Moreover, Jericho Municipality
was most cooperative in
renewing the water delivery
system, thus enhancing the
smooth and reliable flow of fresh
water to the ADS compound.
Most noteworthy is the pivotal
role of the Ministry of Agriculture

To give credit where it is due, the
ADS furthermore owes a debt
of appreciation to organizations
such as the Hydrology Group
for providing a water reservoir
to store potable water needed
by the cows on the dairy farm.
Thanks go to Oxfam for financing
the rehabilitation of the training
center as well as extending a
helping hand in logistical issues
regarding the administrative
setup. Also, our gratitude goes
to the Japanese government,
namely JICA, for assistance
in rehabilitating the fish farm,
which required concrete lining,
a canopy to cover the pond, and
machinery such as water pumps
and aeration equipment.

for its gracious support of the
ADS and its continued support
through the forging of a
memorandum of understanding
that guides its future
cooperation with the ADS.
Our thanks also go
to the Palestinian
Telecommunications Company
Paltel for installing underground
cables throughout the ADS
grounds, and to the UNDP
for continued assistance and
support. We look forward to
building upon our enduring
relationships in the near future.
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Born in Jerusalem in 1943, Dr. Mohammad Qutob studied at Victoria
College in Cairo and continued his education in British universities where he
earned a PhD in organic chemistry. He was a research fellow at Cambridge
University and Dean of the College of Science and Technology in Abu
Dis between 1979 and 1991. He subsequently became chairman of the
Palestinian Research Agricultural Centre. Currently, Dr. Qutob is president of
the board of the Arab Development Society in Jericho and a member of the
Islamic Waqf Council in Jerusalem.
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Book of the Month

Conscious Choices:
A Guide to Ethical Shopping in Palestine

nity Initiatives

Wine & Beer Producers

Shops

Conscious Choices: A Guide to Ethical Shopping in Palestine

Handicrafts Producers

Conscious Choices
A Guide to Ethical Shopping in Palestine

duces you to the concept of shopping ethically in Palestine.
ome guidance during the first steps of becoming an ethical
pping more consciously, and making informed decisions
eating and living habits. This guide serves as an attempt
a grassroots movement of change taking place across
nd forums to reclaim our cultural heritage and empower
entic models for resilience and steadfastness.”
Muna Dajani and Lina Isma’il

December, 2020

By Dr. Muna Dajani and Lina Ismai’l
Published by the Heinrich Böll Foundation – Palestine and Jordan through its
Environmental Justice Program
December 2020, 212 pages
Available electronically at https://ps.boell.org/en/conscious-choices-guideethical-shopping-palestine. Hard copies are available free of charge in both
English and Arabic at the Heinrich Böll Foundation’s office in Ramallah.

D

o you want to shop ethically in Palestine? Are you searching for
authentic traditional handicrafts? Do you want to buy organic food
and sustainably produced goods? If so, take a look at the second
edition of the Conscious Choices Guidebook as it will help you find
what you are searching for. It is a unique publication that includes
information about and contact details for over 130 Palestinian local producers,
shops, and community initiatives, many of which are led by young and motivated
activists, artists, entrepreneurs, and fresh graduates. Through producer profiles,
opinion pieces, and beautiful illustrations, the guide introduces the concept of
ethical shopping in Palestine and serves as an attempt to document a grassroots
movement of change taking place across generations and forums to reclaim
Palestinian cultural heritage, encourage environmental and sustainable practices,
and empower authentic models for resilience and steadfastness.
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For many decades now, Palestine
has been undergoing systematic and
institutionalized human rights abuses,
belligerent military occupation, and
crippling foreign conditional aid. With a
struggling economy completely tied to
the occupation, and decision-makers’
lack of vision on how to empower
local economies, many of the local
handicrafts, baladi (local and seasonal)
products, and traditional artworks have
lost their place on market shelves.
Today, conscious buyers rarely find
what they are looking for in average
stores. They have to rely on word
of mouth, personal knowledge of
producers, or cultural festivals to get
their hands on authentic and highquality Palestinian products.
This guidebook aims to help
consumers find the products they
are looking for and at the same time
strengthen the existing networks. It
provides readers with insights into the
Palestinian economy and traditional
production methods.
The authors, Muna Dajani and Lina
Isma’il, are two experienced Palestinian
environmental activists who have
already written the first edition of the
Conscious Choices Guidebook that
was first published in 2014. In the
second edition, they have expanded
the scope of the book to include many
new producers, initiatives, networks,
and additional shops and producers.

This guidebook elaborates on
individuals’ purchasing power. It
explains how if we start shopping
more ethically and encourage our
family and friends to do the same, this
will have a ripple effect. It can support
the farmers to continue to grow
their food in a clean and sustainable
manner, and the craftspeople to invest
in maintaining the high quality of their
products. The local economy will
be strengthened and can become
a “solidarity economy,” i.e., a form
of interaction that aims to eliminate
social and economic injustices
and works for the benefit of people
rather than corporations. In the case
of Palestine, ethical shopping will
help build a “resistance economy”
where Palestinians will be able to
achieve a strong localized economy,
food sovereignty, and resource
independence.
So, why shop ethically in Palestine?
To support local producers, encourage
environmental and sustainable
practices, preserve traditional
knowledge, revive and strengthen
community fabric and cultural heritage,
and support the Palestinians’ resilience
under occupation. We encourage
you to grab a copy of this guidebook
from the Heinrich Böll Foundation in
Ramallah and enjoy using it while
shopping in Palestine.
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Where to Go

The Museum of Natural History
The museum has rescued many animals
and released them into the wild through
its rescue and rehabilitation program.
A hyena named Linda, a striped hyena,
a golden eagle, and several great owls
were all rescued, rehabilitated, and
released into the wild.

By Bassam Almohor

W

hen I asked Professor Mazin Qumsiyeh,* why there are no dinosaurs at
the Palestine Museum of Natural History, he smiled and said, “because
dinosaurs did not live in Palestine. This land was under the sea 60 million
years ago. But we have their descendants: birds!”

The Palestine Museum of Natural History in Bethlehem is part of Bethlehem University.
It was established by Mazin, along with the Palestine Institute for Biodiversity and
Sustainability, to research, educate about, and conserve nature, culture, and heritage in
Palestine.
The place is kept natural, chaotic; it echoes the local landscape of Palestine’s southern
hills, with its semiarid climate, hilly formation, natural bushes, and even natesh (prickly
burnet), which covers the land in this topography. Mazin leads the way to the collections
and explains passionately the flora found there and his efforts to preserve and study
the land and its people. For Mazin, this is a national struggle that he has spent his life
training for.
Established in 2014 on 14 dunums (3.4 acres) of land in Bethlehem, the museum
houses exhibits related to natural and cultural heritage, including ethnology, herpetology,
mammalogy, mushrooms, bees, marine snails, land snails, desert fauna, embryos, live
creatures (scorpions, mealworms, hamsters), extinct animals, and much more.

The botanical garden at the Palestine
Museum of Natural History is a place
to study and learn about the diversity of
plants and wildlife in Palestine. The work
of the botanical garden is to preserve
and protect more than 360 domestic
vegetation species that are present in the
garden. Experiments with aquaponics
(fish farming) and hydroponics, the
process of growing crops without
soil and with only water, are yielding
successful results.
The museum also houses a community
garden that serves as a permaculture
model and education center for the
playful exploration of sustainability
concepts. A small amphitheater and an
environmental exploration playground for
children have been constructed as well.
In the museum, you will be introduced to
methods of crop cultivation, composting,
recycling, and upcycling while learning
how to transform by-products and
waste materials into new products.
Teaching visitors how to make compost
is an important part of the museum’s
educational and preservation goals.
Compost provides a suitable means to

recycle organic waste on-site and turn it
into a natural fertilizer. At the museum, all
vegetation that has been cut down and all
leftover food is composted to be used for
the community garden.
The recently opened ethnography
exhibition includes tools, implements,
traditional beehives, farming equipment,
native seeds, farmers’ clothes, old books
and ledgers, heirloom seeds of plant
varieties, and artistic objects made from
plants and animal products.
In the museum library, students and
researchers will find a significant physical
library of over 10,000 books that cover
many fields of science, in addition to
a digital library and access to tens of
thousands of relevant published articles
and books in those fields. Workshops on
various science topics are held weekly.
Follow the museum’s social media to
learn more.

*
Professor Mazin Qumsiyeh is the director of Cytogenetics Services, the Palestine Institute for
Biodiversity and Sustainability, and the Palestine Museum of Natural History.

For more information and guidance, contact the museum at info@palestinenature.org, phone 02-2773553, or visit www.palestinenature.org; Facebook: @PIBS.PMNH, or Twitter: @PalMNH.

Bassam Almohor can be reached at almohor@gmail.com, +972-52-458-4273, or
Facebook @toursmore.
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This Is Sumud

Ahlan Palestine Postcard

By Malak Hasan

Make Colorful Traditional Tiles
in Palestine’s Only Tile Factory
When you enter the factory, you
will most likely get to see the three
generations currently guarding the
craft. Jalal Aslan, the grandfather;
Anan, the son; and Jalal, the
grandson.

M

aking a stop in Nablus is a must for any tourist visiting Palestine.
Nestled in a valley between Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal, Nablus
is a city whose name is rooted in history. And while we appreciate
Nablus’s rich history and how it has become synonymous with
kanafa (a traditional dessert made with white cheese), we think this city has
many hidden jewels that deserve to be highlighted as well, including its one and
only Aslan Tile Factory.
Established in the 1930s, the Aslan Tile Factory is the last factory in the
Middle East that produces handmade colored tiles the traditional way. For four
generations, the Aslan family has been protecting the craft from completely
disappearing.
The factory is a ten-minute walk from Nablus’s Old City. The Aslan family are
used to welcoming tourists all the time, given their reputation and unique craft.
You cannot miss the factory with its entrance covered with colorful tiles that you
can spot from the end of the street.
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Colored traditional tile was very
popular from the early 1930s until
the late 1970s, but Palestinians
started to find cheaper options in
machine-made tile. It is now seeing a
strong comeback. Tiles produced in
the Nablus factory come in different
colors and designs and are inspired
by the Levantine and Palestinian
cultures. The designs have the most
romantic names, too, such as Vine
Leaves and Shami Carpet. Customers
can choose from among the factory’s
750 designs for their homes and
businesses.

As usual, we couldn’t simply stand
by and watch Anan and Jalal make
tiles without trying it ourselves. Anan
instructed us to fit a piece of metal
in the shape of a frame called the
“bracelet” over a metal plate. In the
mold that we had just assembled, we
fitted the copper design and started
pouring the colors into each hole.
Once we poured our colors, we took
out the copper design and dusted
a four-centimeter layer of white,
crushed stone and cement. After we
filled the mold, we covered it with
another metal plate and pressed it in a
pressing machine.
We were eager to take our tile home
with us, but Anan told us that freshly
pressed tiles need to be left to dry for
36 hours. We promised him that we
would return.
As for you, our beloved readers, we
highly recommend that you stop by
the Aslan Tile Factory to buy a piece
or two to take home with you. And if
you have no space in your luggage,
then maybe just stop to say hello and
watch the mesmerizing process of
making Palestine’s fascinating tiles.
Malak and Bisan are the founders
of Ahlan Palestine, a travel blog that
promotes tourism in Palestine. You
can watch them create traditional
tile and much more if you visit their
Instagram page @AhlanPalestine.
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LECTURES

Sunday 20
18:00 Object-in-Focus: Omar Jallad Collection,
organized by the Palestinian Museum. Omar
Jallad discusses his personal collection, which
he donated to the Palestinian Museum, and
delves into personal and public histories of life
in Jerusalem, of resistance to occupation and
paternalism, of women who left a mark on
Palestinian history, and of a child in whom a love
of art was nurtured that allowed him to pursue his
dream and become an artist. Palestinian Museum
social media platforms.

Sunday 13
18:00–19:00 “Blueprints: Domination and
Liberation in the Colonial Context” is a lecture
organized by the Palestinian Museum and
presented by Amany Khalifa and Yara Saadi who
will discuss maps and blueprints as tools of
domination over geography in the colonial context
and talk about Palestinian initiatives undertaken
to resist this reality. Palestinian Museum social
media platforms.
International

Sunday 6
18:00–18:07 The Nakba in Our Personal
Archives is an Arabic film streaming of two short
films produced by the Palestinian Museum in
collaboration with musician Samir Jubran to
mark Nakba Day. The first video is a montage
of photographs of life before the 1948 Nakba,
selected from the Palestinian Museum Digital
Archive. The video reimagines the lives of the
photographed individuals to manifest the richness
and diversity of the ordinary, personal daily life
that was robbed from the Palestinian people. The
second video tells the story of an old bundle that
contains sesame seeds harvested by the people
of the Palestinian village of Sirin in the Galilee a
few years prior to the 1948 Nakba. The Palestinian
Museum social media platforms.
Sunday 27
18:00–18:10 Embroideress, in Arabic, and an
interview with artist Tamam al-Akhal from the
Labour of Love exhibition, organized by the
Palestinian Museum to meet the women who
craft the embroidered thobes we purchase,
to learn what embroidery means to them and
whether this craft still holds political symbolism
in their minds. The short film contains interviews
with five embroideresses in Palestine, Lebanon,
and Jordan. Palestinian Museum social media
platforms.
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Thursday 17
21:30 Reading Palestine, a reading group
organized by Bridges not Walls Association in
Italy, will read Joe Sacco’s nonfiction graphic
novel Palestine, which is about his experiences
in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip in December
1991 and January 1992. Sacco’s portrayal of the
situation emphasizes the history and plight of the
Palestinian people, as a group and as individuals.
For registration, please contact pontinonmuri@
yahoo.it.
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The Last Word

Palestinian Nationalism Is Here to Stay
It’s as if the bottle of champagne was shaken vigorously before it popped open!
During the last round of assaults on Gaza, people around the world simply could
not tolerate the scenes of excessive force that, among other losses, led to the killing
of over sixty children. It was not a natural disaster; the children had been in their
humble homes, literally scared to death when they were killed by the bombs of
fighter jets, each worth the cost of a whole neighborhood in Gaza. It is estimated
that there were approximately 750 Israeli air raids on Gaza (not counting land and
sea artillery bombardment) during a span of ten days. Upon seeing horrific images,
millions around the globe spilled onto the streets to support the Palestinians and to
demand an end to the Israeli occupation.
We have previously seen images of pro-Palestinian demonstrations, but the scope
of these is unprecedented. From Yemen to Washington, D.C., people poured into
the streets enthusiastically chanting, “From the river to the sea, Palestine will
be free.” The massive outburst was impulsive and honest. France stood out by
denying the demonstrators the right to express their feelings, citing lame excuses.
As in the Eurovision song contest, Un point pour la France!
Something happened that not only motivated people to take to the streets after
seemingly decades of bottled-up sentiments but that also changed public opinion.
Social media, particularly Facebook, Instagram, and Tik Tok, were inundated with
posts in support of Palestine, mostly by young people, to a point that triggered
heavy censorship from Facebook and Instagram. That in turn led to a campaign to
lower their ratings, which resulted in a big loss of their market-share prices! The
shock came when the New York Times and Haaretz newspapers had front-page
photos of over sixty Palestinian children who had been killed. A few days ago,
I read a report that #freepalestine had over two billion views on Tik Tok, while
#standwithisrael had 28.9 million views.
The reasons for all this are undoubtedly important, but not as important as the
impact. Experts believe that the global reach of social media and the relatively
easy access to content has caused this tectonic change, as one article termed it,
particularly among the young generation. More importantly, the show of support
and the sway in public opinion has certainly empowered local Palestinians. People
have hope again and have shed their fears. As repressive as the Israeli authorities
have been during this entire period, defiance has been clearly displayed on people’s
faces, young and old. They have smelled freedom and tasted independence.
Nothing will turn them back now. Palestinian nationalism is here to stay.
We all know that it’s not over yet. It might take a decade, two, maybe even three,
but we Palestinians already know the results of the endgame. The tide is turning.
Long Live Palestine!

Sani Meo
Publisher
Photo by Shareef Sarhan.
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The New Arab is a website featuring news and current
affairs, covering the biggest stories from the Arab World
and beyond.
Launched in September 2014, the website operates globally
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